
 
DESCRIPTION 
 
There are 14 kinds of magnets available, each one different in its subject, size and type. 
 
The classic ones: 
Rectangular, measuring 5.4x7.8 cm potraying the Sforza fortress by night, the finishing stretch and 
the pit stops at the 'Enzo and Dino Ferrari' racetrack, the monument to Ayrton Senna, Gramsci 
square at the beginning of the twentieth century with the eclectic market building and the entrance 
to the city on Via Emilia from the late nineteenth century, facing the demolished Bologna gate. 
 
The wide-angle views: 
Rectangular, measuring 3.6x11.4 cm, they are dedicated to the town seen from the keep of the 
Sforza fortress and to the 'Enzo and Dino Ferrari' racetrack. 
 
The molded magnet 
Aerial view of the Sforza fortress profiled around its circular ramparts, measuring a total of 5.9x9.5 
cm. 
 
The magnetized bookmarks: 
Vertical, measuring 11.8 x 5 cm, portraying a motorcycle race at the 'Enzo and Dino Ferrari' 
racetrack and a view of Matteotti square taken from above. On the back of each one there is a small 
additional illustration that, through the Blinkar application, allows you to view a film clip of Imola 
with bigger than real reality. 
 
The museums: 
Square shaped, measuring 6x7 cm, they are dedicated to some places of art in the town, such as a 
bedroom in the Tozzoni palace, the interior of the “Ebe Stignani” municipal theatre, the “Giuseppe 
Scarabelli Museum” and the ancient Saint Frances library, now the municipal Library. 
 
 
Where you can find them 
 

• IAT Informazione accoglienza turistica (Tourist reception information) 
Galleria del Centro Cittadino, via Emila 135 
opening hours Monday to Friday 8.30-13.00, Tuesday also 15.00-18.00, Saturday 
8.30-12.30 
 

• Musei Civici (Civic Museum) 
Museo San Domenico – Palazzo Tozzoni – Rocca Sforzesca 
For opening hours visit the webside: (http://museiciviciimola.it/) 
 

 
 
The magnets are on sale for € 3,00 each. 


